Ironically, the cover illustration of a Lara Croft-ish female straddling a spaceship, ray gun in hand, is by a man (Milton Torus). This seems a pity, with so many more interestingly gendered images by Brundage and others presumably available to the editors. Perhaps, even in this enlightened and valuable anthology, the myth of Barbarella is not quite dead.
This edited volume collects eight essays dealing with some of the remains of communist East Germany, Romania and Hungary: their secret police files, or, more specifically, the narrative interaction of human survivors of communist East Germany, Romania and Hungary with the stories the files record, or with the acts of secret collaboration that they betray. East Germany gets perhaps more than its fair share of attention (it is the focus of five out of eight chapters); on the other hand, as the editors indicate, East Germany also had more than its fair share of surviving secret police files (an astounding 180 kilometres of files, compared to 25 kilometres in Romania and a 'mere' 400 metres in Hungary). As the editors point out in their introduction, the scale of the secret police activity and records testifies to fear -not primarily the population's fear of surveillance, interrogation, torture and imprisonment, though that is not overlooked, but a dictatorial regime's fear of the agency and imagination of its citizenry. The concern to assert the dominance of the regime and its representatives begins to trump all other concerns (something those working in capitalist university systems naturally find hard to imagine).
In the essays collected here, the secret police files of defunct states emerge as both a problem and a source of fascination, or even inspiration, in the present. The volume is divided into three sections. The essays in the first section deal broadly with what the editors call the 'repurposing' of secret police files -that is, their use now as materials that might help us understand the experience, and the conditions of experience, of those who lived under the three totalitarian regimes in question. The authors address the files' importance in the life stories, then and now, of both the collaborators (informers) and the victims (those informed-on). In their essays, Alison Lewis and Corina L. Petrescu juxtapose the stories told by the secret police files with subsequent narratives of self-justification written by former collaborators with the Stasi and the Securitate, and Valentina Glajar tells the 'file story' of a German-Romanian woman whose precarious status as collaborator/victim seems to have wrecked her marriage and her life. The second part of the collection looks at writers' engagement with their (East German) past: Annie Ring uses the theoretical approaches developed by Judith Butler in Giving an Account of Oneself to analyse the East German writers', Christa Wolf's and Monica Maron's, working-through of their own complicity as perpetrators alongside their sufferings as victims, while Carol Anne Costabile-Heming investigates Jana Döhring's fascinating and disturbing account of herself as a 'Stasi rat'. Finally, part III looks at the capacity of contemporary performance to address the past: the Budapest performance of the stage play Apaches on the Danube in 2009, whose fictional storyline draws on accounts from the archive files of the Hungarian secret service (in Aniko Szucs's chapter), Rimini Protokoll's docu-theatre addressing people's experience of prison and police surveillance in the GDR (Ulrike Garde), and the story of Radio Free Europe as told in Solomon's film documentary Cold Waves (Yuliya Komska).
As a collection, the essays indicate the complex ways in which surveillance, collaboration and victimhood come to colonize the bodies and minds of all involved. They consistently and challengingly reveal the difficulty of making neat perpetrator/ victim distinctions when observing human behaviour in dictatorships; but also the broader difficulties of guilt and agency, and the problem of disentangling, or seeking to disentangle, human behaviour from class, milieu, income, generation, sex and gender in any political system. They perhaps reveal less that is new about personal narrative or life writing than the editors hoped (though Annie Ring's essay gestures interestingly towards the complex relationship of ethics and narrative, and how each might necessarily collapse when the other one does); but they do raise worthwhile questions about changes in narrative conditions (when a state system, which is also a narrative system, becomes defunct), and what happens to life stories in those contexts. This collection of essays is instructive and thought-provoking, and certainly worth a read. In 2008, John Watkins called for a new cross-disciplinary approach to the history of international relations that would demonstrate diplomacy's profound entanglements with all facets of culture. Ellen R. Welch locates A Theater of Diplomacy within this 'new diplomatic history' that has become an exciting emergent field in early modern cultural studies. Using a range of archival and printed sources, six detailed chapters explore the centrality of theatre to diplomatic interactions from the mid sixteenth century through to the negotiations at Utrecht in 1715 following the War of the Spanish Succession. During this period, in which the modern system of European states took shape in tandem with major evolutions in the theory and practice of diplomacy, Welch charts the changing place -metaphorically and literally -of the performing arts in the reception of foreign embassies. By the eighteenth century, she argues, the professionalization and bureaucratization of diplomacy had turned its court theatricality into an empty show; meanwhile, increasing media coverage of international attendance at the Paris Opera at the Palais Royal fuelled public interest in international affairs and transformed the business of diplomacy into a spectacle directed at a broader audience of domestic subjects. The theatre of diplomacy was thus relocated from the court to the public sphere, anticipating the dynamics of modernity.
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